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WILD RICE PLANTING
PHYSICAL CONDITIONS
The Wild Rice plant requires clear water for growing, although the waters may be brown or tea
colored, but not opaque or muddy, since the young plants must have sufficient light to grow. The
clarity of the water is important during the early growth period occurring in May or June.
Ideally, the plant grows in water from 6 inches to 4 feet deep, although it has been found
growing in thin stands having water levels over 5 feet. The most favorable water levels are those
that are low enough in the spring so that water in a large portion of the rice bed is shallower than
3 feet. In summer, water levels should be nearly stable or show a slight decline. The plant cannot
withstand rising water levels, especially in late June, July and August.
PLANTING SITES
The best stands are located in lakes where there is a flow of water through the lake. The water in
protected coves and bays of lakes just outside the zone of cattails and among the water lilies is
generally a good spot to plant.
SOIL CONDITIONS NECESSARY FOR GROWTH
Wild Rice grows best on a substratum of deep (at least 18 inches) soft mucky soil. It can also
grow well in 6 inches of soft muck over-laying sand or gravel, but it will not readily establish
itself on a hard mineral bottom such as a sand bottom.
SOWING WILD RICE
Planting of Wild Rice is achieved by simply casting the seed into the water at the place where it
is intended to grow. About 20 pounds of seed are sufficient for an acre of water surface. Once
established, the stand of Wild Rice should continue to perpetuate itself.
The best time to plant Wild Rice is immediately after the seeds are harvested. If they are in the
proper condition, they will sink to the bottom and germinate. However, if time is lost in planting
and the seed dries, it loses its viability within a few days and will likely not germinate.
The seed ripens during the last weeks in August and the first 3 weeks in September.
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WILD RICE SEED Order Form
Send to:
Floating Leaf Fine Foods
Grp 525 RR#5 Box 30
Winnipeg Manitoba
R2C 2Z2

www.eatwildrice.ca
Toll Free: 1-866-989-7696
Email: order@slwr.com
Fax: 204-943-4719

Send _________lbs of WILD RICE SEED at $6.00/lb. + SHIPPING (Minimum order is 10 pounds)
Confirmation of your order including freight will be emailed and payment will be required prior
to shipping.

__ Visa or ___ MasterCard #______ ______ ______ ______

Expiry Date ____/____

Signature______________________________

To:

Name

_______________________________

Address

_______________________________
_______________________________

City/Prov.

_______________________________

Postal Code

__________

Telephone

(____)_____________________

Email

__________________________

Comments:
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
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